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China is in the throes of a multibillion-dollar splurge on new football stadiums, building ambitions to be a superpower in sport and host the World Cup as early as 2030.The construction boom is taking place despite the coronavirus pandemic that has brought much of the world to a standstill, a raging economy and putting
live sport on hold. But with the outbreak receding in China, where it originated in December, Chinese Super League (CSL) champions Guangzhou Evergrande last week began construction on their 12 billion yuan ($1.7 billion) new home. With a capacity of 100,000, the lotus flower-shaped stadium will be on time to trump
Barcelona's Camp Nou - which is set for expansion - as the world's largest football arena once it is completed by the end of 2022. Evergrande Group, a major developer founded by one of China's richest men, said it also intends to build two more 80,000-seat stadiums in China. STR Country will have at least 12 major
new football stadiums in two years, said the state-run Southern Metropolis Daily, calling it a new era for Chinese football. Most of them will be used for the recently expanded 2021 Club World Cup and the 2023 AFC Asian Cup, but President Xi Jinping has his eye on the biggest prize of all. I think China's desire to apply
for the World Cup is very clear, said Ji Yuyang, a journalist for Oriental Sports Daily. Ji said it's a question of when, not if, China bids. FIFA President Gianni Infantino said in June that he would welcome a Chinese bid to host the 2030 World Cup, next up for grabs. The new Guangzhou Evergrande stadium has made
headlines because of its huge scale and bold design. But it's jarring because most of the world's sports are closed, and the economy, including China's - the second largest - is reeling from coronavirus. In addition, Guangzhou does not host Asian Cup matches and the stadium will not be ready for the World Cup club,
even though the tournament is ready to be put back from the summer of 2021 due to the pandemic. Critics also questioned why a club that averaged around 50,000 for home matches needs such a big arena. I think Evergrande might have two considerations. First, a 100,000-seat stadium could come in handy if China
hosts a World Cup final or opening ceremony, Ji said. Another point is that Evergrande will be able to make a statement by saying that they have the largest professional football stadium in the world, with a large number of spectators. Most of the stadiums currently used by Chinese football teams have been built for
several sports. They fall into disrepair and the convenience for the fans is poor. Replacing them with shiny, football arenas fits into Xi's master plan to transform the sport in the country on and off the field. In Shanghai, has ambitions of hosting the Olympics, 33,000-seat stadium for CSL side Shanghai SIPG planned
finished next year. The stadium in Shanghai, the largest arena in the city and the former home of SIPG, is also undergoing major renovations. Ed Jones Gee said that while the Evergrande group was probably paying for the new Guangzhou stadium, in some other cases it was a combination of club and local government.
Professor Simon Chadwick said that in addition to China's quest for the World Cup, the rush to new stadiums sends a signal that China is developing and getting healthier and stronger. There is something about the iconography and symbolism of stadiums, particularly in the development of Guangzhou, said Chadwick,
director of the Center for Eurasian Sports Industry at Emlyon Business School. It's a huge stadium, incredibly bright design, its photos have been taken all over the world and people comment on it around the world. It's almost the soft power of stadiums. China is trying to use these extremely distinctive stadium designs as
a way of attracting people and attention, making people realize that China wants the same thing that other countries want. The U.S. National League kills him as the team enters the quarterfinals Friday, and one member is especially issued to Morgan Bryan, the youngest player in the U.S. team. The 22-year-old
midfielder, despite being the youngest in the team, has repeatedly played throughout this summer's WOMEN's FIFA World Cup and is likely to see more playing time during America's crucial game against China in the Final Four. To say that Brian's ascent to fame was quickly an understatement. Just a few months ago,
she went to class and played for the University of Virginia's women's soccer team. I had the opportunity to see the Georgia native in action two years ago when I attended a UVA football match. At the time, I had no idea who Brian was. She hasn't finished college football on the national stage. I didn't know That she will
become the fifth woman to ever win the Herman Trophy twice, once in 2013 and again in 2014.By now, Brian is an old hand at competing in World Cup matches, playing for the 2010 U-17 Women's World Cup team in Costa Rica when she was 15 and then helping lead the 2012 U-20 Women's World Cup to gold in
Japan at the age of 17. During the 2012 tournament, Brian played in all six games and also scored one goal. It's safe to say she's excited about the real deal now though. It's a real World Cup, so it's different, Bryan told the Washington Post. - I will pretend that it is the same as at the youth world championships. It was a
good dry run for the real thing. Bryan currently plays for the Houston Dash in Houston, Texas, joining the team this year. If you're not an avid football fan, you probably haven't heard of The Dashes before, even if they sent two of their players on world this year (Megan Klingenberg Klingenberg second). This is due to the
fact that the team was founded in 2014, just a year after the creation of the National Women's Football League. There have been four different national women's football leagues over the past 20 years. All the previous ones went under. But instead of worrying about the state of football, Brian draws inspiration from the
past to look to the future. The last time the U.S. women's team won the World Cup, Brian was a 6-year-old and mostly unaware of the game. But soon after, she put up a poster of Brandi Chastain, the woman who secured the second victory of the United States. This summer, Brian shares the field with Christy Rampone,
who helped secure victory in 1996. Rampone, who has just turned 40, is the only player left over from the original team. Although Brian rose quickly, she wasn't always sure she would succeed in football. Because she was small and younger than many players, she was called Plankton, and her dreams were almost
crushed when she was the only one on her team who was not selected for the Olympic development program team. But her love for the game and dedication paid off, and took her all the way to the top. For me, I've always been a spectator and woke up at a crazy time to watch games and go crazy, Brian told the
Washington Post. It's such a cool thing to be a part of it and not watch it. Rolezinhos picked up a measure of glamour. Folha de Sao Paulo - Brazil's top newspaper - offered a style guide Wednesday for dressing up as the youth who make up mobs. But to combat the rolezinhos, at least one shopping mall in Sao Paulo
warned that anyone involved in the flash mob could face a fine of up to $4,500 under a court order. Others, including the head of Amnesty International in Brazil, Attila Roque, complained that such efforts were discriminatory and could constitute racial profiling. In a post about the phenomenon on her blog, The
Adventures of Gring, New York writer Rachel Glickhouse said race, economic tension, and a lack of public space, among other issues, have exacerbated tensions over rolezinhos. Glickhouse also argues that they are not explicitly political in nature; They are intended for social as well as for flirting and meetings with
representatives of the opposite sex, and are not related to security concerns about the World Cup. Non-governmental organizations and social movements planned a protest at the JK Iguatemi shopping mall in Sao Paulo on Saturday to denounce discrimination against young blacks, the poor and funk music lovers. The
mayor of Sao Paulo, Fernando Haddad, also responded by saying that his administration would expand and improve recreational facilities for disadvantaged young people, in healthier outlets. Follow the latest daily buzz with buzzFeed Daily Newsletter! When Colombia's national football team tries to end The World Cup
tournament run in the afternoon, they will have a high-tech advantage. The Colombian team will be armed with a special understanding of the physical activity that each player can withstand, thanks to specialized tracking equipment and the algorithms that power it. Player load is often understood only through
physiological losses on the athlete's body during training. But the Australian company Catapult has a different look. Using wearable GPS technology, Catapult maps the athlete's body across three planes, in three-dimensional space, to determine what the bodies of individual athletes are actually asking for. When
Catapult invented this market category, there was no corresponding hardware platform, explains Igor van de Grindt, co-founder and engineer of Catapult. This forced Catapult to develop the best hardware platforms for use in elite sports. Catapult uses only 10 Hz GPS and equipment developed and manufactured inhouse is eight times more expensive for an engineer than that of their nearest competitor. With offices on three continents, Catapult produces the only monitors capable of measuring a player's collision and load in space. And while partner USMNT bowed out of the World Cup on Tuesday, the impact of the catapult is
global. The 2014 NBA champion, the San Antonio Spurs, for example, used Catapult systems to assess the prospects leading up to last week's NBA draft. They even went so far as to send catapult technology abroad to monitor international prospects on their radar. And the Colombian national football team hoping to
finish the tournament host Brazil run tomorrow is using catapult technology to help get them over the hump. How catapult works the F5 sensor is a compact tracking device that gets access to both GPS and GLONASS to optimize positional accuracy. And while most modern cell phones come with similar preinstalled
technology, Catapult technology is more powerful. Each sensor has a 200-meg processor capable of broadcasting at 10 hertz, which means trainers and training staff have access to all the information instantly. What sets Catapult technology apart, however, is the intelligent algorithms in device firmware. Equipment does
not just collect data for storage, it analyzes sports movements and provides vital information to coaches and sports scientists. The device has a large GNSS antenna that has access to GPS and GLONASS. Inertial sensors- accelerometers, gyroscopes, magnetometers - then capture each movement of the athlete and
track them three-dimensionally to determine the load exerted on the body of each athlete. Some people think it's just a GPS device that shows a point moving along the but it's advanced inertial sensors, and intelligent algorithms, inside the device that allow you to analyze micro-movements like goalkeeper's dive,
goalkeeper, In the pocket, jump shot, etc. says Gary McCoy, senior applied sports scientist at Catapult.And the best part is, individual athletes don't need extra equipment. They can just buckle up and play. The device has an internal computer with memory, so if you're just interested in collecting data, all you need to do is
wear the device and go out and play, then download the data later, explains McCoy. If you're interested in real-time information, you'll need a laptop installed on the sidelines to see how it goes. And the range on the device is up to 250-300 feet, so you can keep the computer where it belongs: on the sidelines. The story
behind TechIn 1976, Australia performed poorly at the Olympics. At the time, the Australian government decided to invest heavily in training and performing athletes because, as Gary put it, in Australia, our religion is sport. The government founded the Australian Institute of Sport, which houses and trains world-class
Australian athletes. The original Catapult device was thus used exclusively by the AIS for the next five years, seeing a definite spike in Australia's performance at the Olympics, as the technology was used in about 15 sports. Catapult was officially founded in 2001 by Sean Holthouse and Igor van de Grindt as part of an
Australian research organization called the Co-operative Research Centres (CRC). At the time, the only way to control athletes was in the lab or on the treadmill, and they obviously reacted differently in these environments compared to during competitions. Ten years ago, Igor and Sean founded Catapult Sports and took
the product to Australian football - by their standards the most physiologically and biomechanically demanding sport on the planet. Over the past eight years, they have seen a staggering 33% reduction in soft tissue injuries in Australian football and close to 40% improved performance in athletes, says McCoy. It really
revolutionized the game. In 2006, Catapult commercialized technology for elite sports teams around the world. Starting with Australian professional teams, the technology was quickly adopted in Australian football before the focus was shifted to the European market, where most English Premier League teams became
customers. And it's really just in the last 18-24 months that catapult has entered the U.S. market and has had great success, especially in the NBA and NFL. Looking to the future in the near future, van de Griendt hopes to direct catapult from hardware production and into analytics exclusively. Analytics, he explains, is
where the real work needs to be done. We see that in the future the hardware component in this category commoditized, but the inflection point has not yet been reached, and thus we will continue to develop the best best The hardware platform is available, shows van de Griendt. If the appropriate partner came along,
which could help with the development of the hardware piece, we would be interested. At the same time, however, Catapult is experimenting with additional biomedical technology it feels can improve each player's understanding of the load. We're doing some biomedical measurements now. A simple pulse, with the help
of an external strap. We want to move more into heart rate variability. We always try to keep an eye on what's going on in the touch industry, says van de Grindt. Says.
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